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Abstract—Group elevator dispatching has received more and
more attentions as its importance for the transportation efficiency
of a high-rise building. The major obstacle that prevents the
optimization of the elevator dispatching is the uncertain traffic
flow of passengers. In this paper, we propose a machine-
learning based algorithm to analyze the historical traffic data
and then derive a statistical traffic model to represent the
generic distribution of traffic flow. Based on the statistical traffic
model, all possible dispatching schemes of an elevator group
are enumerated. To simulate the cooperation among elevators, a
platform with continuous lift movement and coming passengers
is built up. The dispatching scheme that can minimize the
passengers time cost as well as the total energy consumption
of lifts will be selected. The proposed technology would improve
the lift efficiency and provide better user experience.

Index Terms—Traffic prediction, elevator dispatching, K-
means clustering, dynamic time warping

I. INTRODUCTION

The trends in mid-rise and high-rise building constructions
emphasize the importance of the elevator efficiency. In a
conventional elevator system, only up and down buttons are
available on the control panel for hall call. Passengers have
freedom to choose the elevator to broad-in. The elevator
control system gets the information of destination floor after
the passengers enter an elevator car and select a floor number
[1]. This method reduces the complexity and implementation
cost of an elevator system. On the other side, it decreases the
elevator efficiency. The passengers that go to the same floor
may broad in different elevators. Then the elevators would
have more stops during their routes. The passengers inside an
elevator have to wait for the door open and close. Moreover,
longer travel time of elevators will result in longer waiting
time of new coming passengers.

An intuitively way to improve the elevator efficiency is to
group the passengers that have the same destination floor into
one elevator. In order to achieve this target without hardware
changing, a high-rise building would be artificially divided into
several sections. Each elevator only stops at one of sections,
and responses to the hall call from that section. This scheme
restricts the passengers freedom of elevator selection, and then
the total travelling time of elevator group would be decreased.
But the passengers travel time may be increased. The traffic
peak would be different for each section. During the peak
time of a section, the corresponding elevator would be fully
loaded, and extra passengers have to wait for the next turn.

The elevators that serve other sections may be idle at the same
time. This will decrease the users’ satisfactions.

With the technology advancing, a Destination Entry system
is introduced to get the passenger destination before they enter
elevator [2] [3]. Passengers would indicate their destinations
through a panel and then get the index of the assigned
elevator. The Destination Entry system collects the passengers
information such as arrival time, arrival floor and destination
floor, as well as the elevator information such as the current
location and moving direction. The passengers that have same
destination will be assigned to the same elevator.

This system also enables the dynamic division of sections.
In this conventional elevator system, the section division must
be predefined and indicated at the elevator lobby. The service
section of each elevator is fixed. With the panel of the Desti-
nation Entry system, a group of elevators can have dynamic
scheduling. The service floors can be adjusted according to the
traffic flow of passengers. For example, one elevator would
serve for different sections at different time. More elevators
will be assigned to the floors that are at peak traffic time. All
of these factors increase the sophistication of the dispatching
algorithm.

The main challenging of the efficient lift scheduling is the
stochastic arrivals of passengers with indeterministic destina-
tions. The conventional elevator dispatching scheme always
allocate the closest elevator to passengers, which can minimize
the waiting time. However, this scheme could be time costly
as the elevator would become almost full and stop at every
floor. Compared to the instant passenger information, the
traffic information covering a period of time is more useful
for elevator dispatching. The modeling and prediction of the
passengers traffic is a premise for optimizing the elevator
scheduling. The fast evolution of the sensor technology and
information technology make the collection of traffic infor-
mation becomes feasible and low cost [4] [5]. Based on
such information, statistical forecasting has been exploited to
predict incoming passenger traffic [6] [7]. Tang et al. proposed
to use fuzzy C-mean clustering to divide the traffic data of a
day into different patterns [8]. Li et al. transformed the peak
traffic data into frequency domain and then extract the data
characteristics [9]. The machine learning algorithms are also
exploited to derive the statistical models of the traffic data [10]
[11]. The performance evaluation of the elevator dispatching
scheme is mainly based on the passenger time cost, including
the waiting time outside the elevator and the travelling time



inside the elevator [12]. Besides the passenger time, some
elevator dispatching schemes also try to optimize the energy
consumptions of elevators [13] [14] [15].

In this paper, we define three traffic models which has
different traffic features. Then the historical traffic data cor-
responding to each traffic model is analyzed independently
by Dynamic Timing Warping (DTW) [16] [17] [18]. DTW
can provide flexible matching between two time series data
through warping the data in time domain. That makes it
appropriate for the similarity measurement of traffic data with
different arrival rate. A statistical model that represents the
traffic data profile can be derived from DTW based K-means
clustering. Then the optimal elevator dispatching scheme for
each traffic model can be found by simulating the operation
of elevator group. A time-continuous platform is developed to
simulate the operation of elevators. All the possible dispatch-
ing schemes of the elevator group are enumerated to find the
optimal one that can minimize the passenger time cost and the
energy consumption. We want to highlight that the time cost
is calculated as the total time cost of all passengers. For single
passenger, the time cost would not be the least.

II. TRAFFIC DATA ANALYSIS AND MODELING

The elevator traffic intensity and pattern would be various
according to the building function and time. A single traffic
model is not capable to represent the diversity. In order to
make the model more specific, the traffic data is divided into
three patterns according to the traffic flow features.

A. Traffic Model Definition

In a commercial office building, employees arrive the ter-
minal floor in morning before starting work. It results in a
considerable demand of transportation from terminal floor to
other floors. As the terminal floor is generally the first floor,
this traffic model is referred as ‘up peak’. In the end of
working time, employees would leave from different floors
in short instance, and they would have common destination
floor, the terminal floor. This model is ‘down peak’. Both of
the up peak and down peak are one-directional transportation.
Besides these peak times, a bi-directional transportation peak
would appear during the lunch time.

Then the traffic flow of a single day would includes three
traffic models:

• Up peak: in the morning, start of working hours
• Down peak: in the afternoon, end of working hours.
• Bi-directional peak: in the lunch time.
This is a general case for most commercial buildings. For

the resident building, the time of up peak and down peak
would be inverse. Furthermore, some buildings with special
functions would have different traffic models. Besides these
three traffic patterns, the traffic flow in the rest time of a day
is quiet random, which cannot be represented by a statistical
model. On the other side, the rest time of the day is non-peak
time. The main concern of the elevator dispatching is energy
saving, not efficiency. The elevator dispatching scheme during
non-peak time will be discussed in our future work.

B. Statistical Model of Traffic Data

For each of the traffic model, the passenger arrival is a
stochastic process, but still has instinct features. The number
of employees in each floor can be constant for long time.
The arrival and leaving time which are related to the working
hours are also consistent. Based on the historical traffic data,
the distribution of traffic pattern can be derived and used to
find an optimal elevator scheduling algorithm.

In the previous elevator scheduling algorithms, the numbers
of arrival passengers in up peak and down peak are often
simulated as Poisson distributions along time sequence. This
simulation is too rough to represent the true traffic patterns. In
a high-rise office building, there would be many companies.
The working time of the companies can be various. Then the
traffic flow would have several peaks. The traffic intensity of
each floor is also different. The characteristics are difficult to
be simulated by a single function. Thus we use the historical
traffic data which can truly reflect the traffic characteristics
to derive the traffic models with respect to different traffic
patterns.

Intuitively, an average of the historical traffic data would
be a representative. But the passenger traffic data would have
outliers. For example, the traffic flows in weekend and holiday
are completely different with weekdays. The traffic jam and
accident would also change the passenger arrival time in some
days. Thus we need to remove the data outliers and only use
the data with similar profile to derive the traffic model. K-
means clustering is adopted to group the similar traffic data
for each traffic model.

The traditional K-means clustering uses Euclidean distance
to measure the data similarity. But Euclidean distance is too
rigid for the similarity measurement of time-series data. In
Euclidean distance calculation, the data points are one-to-
one for matching and are fixed in interval. The passenger
arrival is a stochastic process that has different arrival rate
every day. Thus the similarity measurement of the traffic data
should allow an elastic shifting of the time axis, in order to
accommodate the data with different arrival rate. Thus we
use Dynamic Time Warping (DTW), which is more robust
distance for time sequence data, to measure the similarity of
traffic data. It enables the point matching between two time
sequence data with similar shape. DTW will find the optimal
match point between two time sequences and then calculate
the total distance of all the matched points. In other words,
the sequences are non-linearly warped in the time domain for
the similarity measurement, as shown in Fig. 1(a). Compare
to Euclidean distance, which compare the data in fixed point,
the DTW can cluster the data with similar profile but different
in time phase.

For two time-series data, X := (x1, ..., xN ) and Y :=
(y1, ..., yM ), DTW distance between these sequences can be
calculated as:

D(i, j) = Dist(i, j) + min

 D(i− 1, j)
D(i, j − 1)
D(i− 1, j − 1)

, (1)



(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Similarity measurement between two time sequences. (a) Dynamic
Time Warping; (b) Euclidean Distance.

where Dist(i, j) is the distance between sample xi and yj . It
can be calculated as |xi − yj |. The accumulated D(N,M) is
the total distance between X and Y .

For the traffic data grouping, we use DTW to replace
Euclidean distance to conduct the K-means clustering. The
centre value of each cluster is calculated by DTW Barycenter
Averaging (DBA) [19] [20]. Given a set of time-series data
{X1, X2, ..., XL}, the DBA value X̄ should minimizes:

arg min
L∑

i=1

DTW 2(X̄,Xi). (2)

As the optimization problem in Equation 2 is a NP-Hard
problem, it cannot be solved directly. The final X̄ is obtained
through an iterative algorithm that refines the average X̄ each
iteration following an expectation maximization scheme. Each
iteration has two phases:

1) Fixed X̄ and find the best multiple alignment B in the
data set consistently with X̄ .

2) Fixed B and update X̄ as the best average consistently
with B.

For each traffic model, the collected traffic data will be pro-
cessed by the DTW based K-means clustering. The clustering
with most data is considered as the most representative data
set, which indicates the data profile of weekdays’ traffic flow.
The cluster center which is calculated as DBA is used as the
statistical model for finding the optimal elevator dispatching
scheme.

III. DYNAMIC ELEVATOR DISPATCHING

The elevator dispatching can be classified as on-line dis-
patching and off-line dispatching. On-line dispatching is a
real-time scheduler, which provides an immediate response
to passenger demands. The off-line dispatching provides a
monitoring function in which the passenger traffic prediction is
required before the dispatching circle. So the on-line dispatch-
ing and the off-line dispatching are complementary for each
other. The off-line dispatching scheme provide a long-term
optimization that is adaptive to the traffic model in different
period. The on-line dispatching aims to minimize the cost for
single passenger. Generally, due to the limited computational
source and real-time constrain, the on-line dispatching scheme
must be simply in strategy and computation. The off-line
dispatching scheme could be more complex in computation,
and it requires the traffic model as input. Based on the
statistical traffic model derived from DTW based K-means

clustering, we can find an optimal off-line elevator dispatching
algorithm for each traffic model. The elevator group can have
dynamic dispatching that adaptive to different traffic models,
in which the serving section of each elevator varies during
daytime.

The elevator dispatching can be considered as a travelling
salesman problem (TSP). In the TSP, a salesman must travel
through a list of cities such that each city gets visited exactly
once, and finally return to the origin city. The question is,
which route minimizes the travelling costs. Although the
problem is simple to describe, it is very difficult to solve.
Furthermore, TSP problem has a few variations, such as:

• Symmetric TSP (sTSP): the travelling costs between two
cities are the same regardless the direction of travel.

• Asymmetric TSP (aTSP): the travelling cost depends on
the direction.

• Multi TSP (mTSP): several salesmen can visit the cities.
A comprehensive introduction of various TSP problems can
be found in [21].

Let elevators be the salesmen and destination floor be the
cities. The elevator dispatching scheme becomes a combi-
nation of aTSP and mTSP [22]. The targets of the elevator
dispatching is to minimize the total time cost of all passengers
and the total energy consumption of the elevators. Thus a cost
function is defined as:

F (T cost
i,k , Ek,h) =

W∑
i=1

T cost
i,k + λ

C∑
k=1

Sk∑
h=1

Ek,h, (3)

where Ek,h presents the energy cost of the kth elevator in the
hth trip. There are C elevators in the building. W is the total
passenger number. Sk is the trip number of the kth elevator. λ
is a weight to balance the time cost and energy consumption.
An elevator would be idle for some circles, in this case Ek,h

equals 0. T cost
i,k denotes the time cost of assigning the ith

passenger to the kth elevator. The time cost T cost
i,k includes

the waiting time, and traveling time, which is computed as

T cost
i,k = (tp,ki − tai ) + β(td,ki − tp,ki ). (4)

In Equation 4, tai , tp,ki , and td,ki denote the passenger arrival
time, pick up time and destination arrival time respectively.

In some aspects, the two targets, minimizing the time cost of
the passengers and minimizing the energy consumption of the
elevators, are consistent. Intuitively, grouping the passengers
that have same destination into one elevator will reduce the
number of elevator stops. Then both of the time cost and
energy consumption are reduced. On the other hand, the energy
efficiency is optimal when the elevator load equals to the
counterbalance weight. Generally, the counterbalance weight
is selected as the car weight plus 50% of the maximum
load. Sometimes, the elevator with minimum time cost would
not be the optimal choice for energy consumption. During
the up peak and down peak, the transportation efficiency
is more important than energy saving. As the number of
arrival passengers would be approximative or even more than



the maximum transportation capability of the elevator group,
the elevators are fully loaded. Moreover, the traffic flow of
up/down peak is one directional, the elevators would be empty
in the reverse transportation direction. In this case, grouping
more passengers into an elevator is more efficient in energy
consumption.

The balance between the time cost and the energy con-
sumption is mainly considered for the bi-directional peak. In
order to make the energy consumption be comparable with the
time cost, we use a triangle function to represent the energy
consumption ratio, as shown in Fig. 2. When the number of
passengers assigned to an elevator is half of the maximum
passenger capability, the energy consumption ratio is 0, which
means the optimal energy efficiency. Then the cost function
in Equation 3 can be rewritten as:

F (T cost
i,k , Er

k,h) =

W∑
i=1

T cost
i,k + λ

C∑
k=1

Sk∑
h=1

Er
k,h, (5)

where Er
k,h is the energy consumption ratio. The value of the

weight λ is critical. The magnitude of λ should be the same
as the magnitude of the time cost of a trip. λ with larger value
means more penalty for energy consumption.

Fig. 2. Energy consumption ratio for different load percentage.

It should be noted that the cost function is defined on the
total time cost and energy consumptions of all passengers,
not to minimize for a single passenger. Thus more passengers
going to the same destination floor would have higher priority
for the elevator assignment.

In an off-line dispatching scheme, each elevator has a
service zone which is a set of floors. The elevator only
can park the floors belonging to its service zone. Our target
is to find an optimal service zones for each elevator, such
that the cooperation of the elevators can minimize the cost
function F (T cost

i,k , Er
k,h). Furthermore, the on-line dispatching

scheme, which is based on the off-line dispatching scheme, can
provide immediate response to passenger request. The on-line
dispatching scheme is to achieve local optimization for single
passengers. The off-line dispatching scheme is to achieve
global optimization for both existing passengers and incoming
passengers. The information of the incoming passengers is
predicted by the statistical model of traffic flow.

IV. SIMULATION

According to the traffic features, such as arrival floor and
destination floor, the traffic flow is divided into three traffic
models: up peak, down peak and bidirectional peak. The
dispatching efficiency is most critical for the up peak which
happens when people arrival for work. In the testing, the
passenger arrival during up peak is simulated as a Poisson
process with small random value add on. The traffic data
of each day is generated independently, which includes the
passenger number and corresponding destination floor of each
passengers. Without loss of generality, the passenger arrival
time is simulated as discrete point with constant interval.
Through the DTW based K-means clustering, we derive a
statistical distribution for each traffic model. We show an
example of the traffic model of the 3rd floor. The sample
traffic data of a few days and a traffic models that covers
whole month are shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Traffic model derived from DTW based K-means Clustering.

Then all the possible elevator dispatching schemes of a
elevator group is enumerated to find the optimal one that can
minimize the cost function in Equation 5. The cooperation of
the group elevator must comply with following strategies:

• Passenger information, such as arrival time and destina-
tion floor, is available for the dispatching scheme;

• A transportation request is visited once by exactly one
elevator;

• Each elevator serves one route, which consists of trips in
the up and down direction;

• In each trip, an elevator depart from the terminal floor
and return to terminal floor;

• The elevator will only change the transport direction once
during each travel circle;

• The number of passengers in an elevator cannot exceed
the maximum load at any time;

It is assumed that the speed of car and door dwell time
are constant, which are not changed by the load. Without
loss of generality, the passenger arrival time is sampled as
discrete point with constant interval. All the possible service
zones are enumerated to find the optimal one. The passenger
information is obtained from the statistical model. Compared
to the traditional dispatching scheme (Scheme B) that the



TABLE I
THE TIME COST OF PASSENGERS FOR DIFFERENT DISPATCHING SCHEMES

Service Zone Waiting Time Traveling Time
Scheme A 66727 135171
Scheme B 86976 178592

elevator service every floor, dynamic assignment of the service
zone can significantly enhance the transportation efficiency. An
example is shown to demonstrate the performance of dynamic
service zone. We assume that the building has 10 floors, and
there are 3 elevator servicing in the building. The service zone
of each elevator is indicated as a binary vector:

Scheme A =

 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1

 ,

Scheme B =

 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

 ,

where 1 means the elevator can stop in the floor. During the up
peak, there are totally 1224 passengers that comes for different
destination floor. The total waiting time and travelling time of
these passengers are shown in Table I. We want to mention
that the transportation capability of the elevators would be
insufficient during the peak time. To emphasize the shortage
of the elevator, we add penalty to the passengers that cannot
boarding elevator. The final waiting time and travelling time
include the penalty.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a new platform to find an optimal
elevator dispatching scheme for each traffic model. The main
challenge for finding the optimal elevator dispatching scheme
is the stochastic passenger demands. In order to solve this
problem, we adopt DTW based K-means clustering to analyze
the historical traffic flows. The similar traffic data is grouped
together by the DTW based K-means clustering, and then the
center value of the cluster can be considered as a representative
of the traffic data that is within the cluster. Based on the de-
rived statistical distribution of the traffic data, we simulate the
operation of an elevator group and find an optimal dispatching
scheme that can achieve minimum passenger waiting time and
traveling time. The proposed platform not only can be used
for searching the optimal dispatching scheme for an existing
building, but also can be used for the building design that
determines the appropriate number of elevators.
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